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FREE ON KINDLE UNLIMITEDIn order to study the history of a country, one either goes on

Wikipedia, where the information is scant and hugely inaccurate or spends hundreds of dollars on

various tomes that necessitate too much time to be read properly. An e-book facilitates this process

of acquiring knowledge on a particular topic. You can read it anywhere, on your smartphone or

Kindle, so it is definitely more efficient. Now tell us Ã¢â‚¬â€œ did you ever like Japan? Do you know

anything about its history, or just what you learned from television and anime, in general?

ThatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a good starting point, anyway. If you want to delve deeper into Japanese history, in

chronological order, and see the main events that transformed Japan into what it is today,

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve just hit the Jackpot. What will you learn from this book? Among others: * The main

stages in Japanese history, from the most ancient one, the JÃ…Â•mon period to Imperial Japan.

Each of them will be explained so that everybody can understand them, without technical terms that

harden the absorption of information. * Japan during the Middle Ages. * Everything about shoguns,

shogunates and all other forms of governance.* The situation in Japan during World War II and after

that * The most important battles between Japan and the United States of America* The fall of the

Empire of Japan * Japanese politics * The catastrophic Japanese deflation that ruined the economy

for decades on end * Japanese culture and what makes it so unique in the world * Valuable

information on anime and manga as distinct avatars of Japanese culture * The tourism in Japan and

why it is so important for the economic growth of the state This book is for you, no matter if you are

a student or a professor, or you just want to learn more about Japanese culture and history. Scroll

up and grab your book TODAY.
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I was super impressed with this book on Japan. It answered questions I had never thought to ask

but was intrigued to find out that Buddism is not the main religion. That was a religion garnered from

the ones that battled with Japan. The immigrants and the wars gave two distinct religions. I was also

impressed with the food. I do not eat raw meat or fish, to know that it is a staple of the country was a

little surprising. If you have questions about Japan, this book is one to pick up. It even has reminder

questions to help you retain the information.

Few nations on Earth have had a more colorful history than Japan.Settled by migrants from the

Asian mainland back in the mists of prehistory, Japan has seen the rise and fall of emperors, rule by

samurai warriors, isolation from the outside world, expansion over most of Asia, defeat and

rebound. One of the most war-like of nations in the early twentieth century, today Japan often

serves as a voice of pacifism and restraint on the international stage. These are some of the things I

learned by reading this kindle edition. It was very eye opening and impressive. Rui Kanda definitely

has a well written style that is believable and gives the reader something to think about and would

work well with students who are involved in Asian studies. This is one work I can stand behind

The author provides plenty of dates and factual information about Japanese history, writing about

the many stages, dynasties and cultural changes through the centuries, even speaking of the

political, religious and social aspects throughout the country's changing history.Each chapter ends

with a handful of review questions to ensure the reader can recall what was learned.The book ends

with the author's knowledge of modern-day Japan, the technological advancements we know about

the country today, as well as it's global involvement, religious influence and even it's culinary and

travel contributions.

Japan: This is a short and interesting read. I like to know about places, cultures and trends. The



history of Japan is an enlightenment because I have a few friends from there and an Aunt. A clear

view of history and the growth from the beginning. There is a great history there from the rise and

fall and the survival. I did find myself wanting more and so a new quest is in order to seek out more

writing on Japan. I do appreciate their struggle and where they are now in relationship to the

economy and standing their ground.

Review: HISTORY OF JAPANAn unusual approach in a historical account postulates the evolution

of Japan from 14,000 B.C. to contemporary economy and culture as a sort of object lesson. Japan

as a culture has demonstrated persistence and perseverance. As the author concludes, numerous

times thus nation had declined and was expected to fall, yet turned its adversity into success,

economic and cultural.

This is obviously written by a Japanese, and the viewpoints are very valuable. The English needs to

be corrected. I can understand what the author is trying to say, but the English is clumsy and not

standard. Nevertheless, this is a helpful little summary of Japanese history and culture.

It's way too concise.

This isn't going to be an extensive scholarly project of Japanese history. It's a mixture of a brief

recap of ancient Japan's history and a few tourist attractions that might fancy the interest of a

potencial visitor. It doesn't offer tips on how to travel across Japan or read kanji either. However

while the history lession is very basic and brief, the writing is fluid, I didn't spot any spelling or

grammar mistakes and it was neatly organized into 6 chapters. A fun read.
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